
Electromagnetic Theory I
Fall 2002 Exam III

Name__________________________

Calculator and 2 sides of a 3"x5" card of notes permitted.

1. (8 pts) For the magnetic circuit below, use N = 2000, I = .6 A.  Neglect reluctance of the u-

Rshaped core; use m  of the bar = 500 and gap areas of 3 cm , length 2 mm.  What is the maximum2

mas the electromagnetic an support against gravity at this gap size?

2. (4 pts) A toroidal transformer core has two windings with turns N1 and N2.  What is the

omutual inductance between them?  Assume a core permeability of 5500 m .



3. (2 pts) Using Faraday’s Law, explain how a superconductor excludes magnetic fields.

x x4. (2 pts) An electron moves with a velocity v = 200 a  m/s through a magnetic field B = 4 a
mT.  What force is exerted on the electron by the magnetic field?

5. (6 pts) A Faraday disk generator spins at 60 revolutions per second in a magnetic field of .5T
(vector directions as shown).  The axle radius is 5 mm; the disk radius is 10 cm.  What is the
magnitude and direction of the induced voltage between axle and disk rim?



z6. (8 pts) E(x, t) = 6 e  cos (2p10 t + 5 x) a  V/m.  What are the polarization, attenuation0.3x 6 

constant, phase constant, wavelength, frequency, velocity and direction of propagation of this
plane wave?
Write E in phasor form.

R R7. (4 pts) A piece of doped silicon has s = .5 S/m, e  = 6, m  = 1.  At what frequency is
displacement current one tenth of conduction current?

8) (5 pts) Explain the meanings of each of the four terms in the equation below, in plain English. 
It is ok to use a diagram or picture.

9) (2 pts) Suggest and justify a reason why cellular telephones don’t work well in the basement of
Durland/Rathbone.
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